
Holtefjell Masters
Nordic PCC Championship 2023

Dear Range Officers and helpers,

We welcome you to Holtefjell Masters 2023 at Hokksund Pistolklubb’s range.

Hokksund Pistolklubb is clearly marked google maps, and the coordinates are:
59.81723910224251, 9.81883834907177

The RO Camp will be at Hokksund Camping, coordinates:
59.77350142075858, 9.915995331269876

The accommodation is cabins or apartments with ok standard. There is a limited amount of bed linens
available, but bring your own linens or sleeping bag if possible. There are possibilities for making
some simple meals in the cabins, but cutlery and other tools are limited in supply.We recommend
bringing some plastic or otherwise disposable cutlery if possible.

Checkin: The camping administration will know where to put you, if you plan on a late arrival (after
20:00), PLEASE let them know, so they can arrange a key for you in case nobody else in your
cabin/apartment has checked in. If you arrive during the day or early afternoon on Wednesday or
Thursday your key might be on the range, as there are not enough keys for everyone in each
cabin/apartment.

Pre-match is offered: Wednesday 14th and Thursday 15th
Main-match will run: 16th and 17th of June

Simple breakfast and lunch is served on the range every day. Except the RO BBQ there will not be any
dinner offered by the match organizers.

We will be throwing an RO BBQ in the match tent on Hokksund Camping on Thursday evening. Starting
approx. 19:30-20:00 there will be an easygoing BBQ in the match tent at the RO camp. Please bring
your own beverages!

For questions and arrivals you can reach Match Director Erik Torp at
dynrifle@hokksundpistolklubb.no or +47 906 45 977 or you can reach Kjell Kjørstad at
kjell@nroi.no or +47 926 44 167, email is preferred as always.

We look forward to seeing you at the range!
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